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About This Game

The famous art collection of your family was stolen. By investing the profits of your coffee or tobacco plantations you might
have the chance to save the heritage of your ancestors – but only if you manage your colonial enterprise wisely.
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This surrealist game is absolute trash.
It auto-places you in a lobby with others and doesn't tell you anything.
You cannot jump, Ctrl\/LMB fire.
There are weird UI elements within the world for no reason at all
and you can walk on walls.... Short, simple and funny game for a few hours.

Nice combination of ARPG (on a rather simple approach) and golf (on a rather simple approach as well). An small world to
explore, full of monsters (that lack on variety very fast), a few dungeons (most of them with the same background) with a few
golf challenges on them, and 9 holes that become 18 after you reduce your handicap enough (9 holes and 9 variations, different
enough to make them a nice challenge).

However, the combat is very easy (the charge attack is too powerfull against almost everything and to cheap to use) even if the
bosses offer a nice change, where you have to learn their patterns to avoid them and hit when they are vulnerable (during the full
game, and even the postgame, I died only once). The golf part is also easy once you get a few shots to see how it works (where
to aim, how much power to use...), as you will be always shooting where you are aiming quite effortless.

Still, while it last, is fun to play.

Some notes and tips:
Level up strengh more than the rest: there is level cap (level 42, quite random) and you may realise you can't lower your scores
just because you can't shoot far away enough. I managed to get a handicap of 5 and is as low as I can go (also, you can't re-spec
[DEVS, this would be rather usefull].
Don't worry about money: if you battle through the encounters you normally find, you will always have enough money for
plenty of items and the new clubs.
Beating the game is not the end: you can unlock a few additional dungeons, up to 6 new clubs (including the ultimate club and
one club that completely trivialize the combat) and, if you lower your handicap enough, you get the alternate version of the 9
holes.. I love this game but the version available here is broken. It does NOT WORK on Windows 7! Listen to all the negative
reviews...the game is BROKEN!. I've played this game on PS1 and now again :)...
For me, one of the bests, firsts horror games.

I love it and the price is absolutly OK!

Note:
Anyone who is searching for an action horror game must be know,
thats a slow, atmosphere game with riddle elements and not a run, hide and
kill gameplay. Just because it still seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. This is the worst game I have ever played
on steam.. not worth it
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This game I have rather mixed feelings about primarily due to the fact that the balancing in this game feels off a considerable
amount. What I mean by this is that the early game is exceedingly brutal and the further you get the easier things become. This
is very strange when at the start of the game everything kills you in one hit (no joke) and at the end due to the fact everything is
vulnerable to status effects the final boss literally CANNOT DAMAGE YOU, or can't damage you more than poison hurts him.
I swear what is with developers making poison like the deadliest status in the universe?

But besides that it is obvious the person who made this wanted to try and make something of his own. And he did a good job,
even if the writing is cringe worthy. That and the game ends on a cliffhanger that I kinda expected but not in the vein that the
game actually pulled off, so I was impressed to an extent. But the entire battle system feels like it needs an overhaul especially in
the early game. For example you get your first two party members at around the same time. However by the time I reached the
3rd they were both lv 6, and she was only lv 3. Sure it took a bit of grinding but she did catch up.

That and personally my biggest complaint is that at the start of the game you are dirt broke in every sense of the word, and by
end game you will inevitably have so much money that you don't know what to do with it! I had over 5k ducars at the end of the
game and there's virtually no shops to spend it on!!!!

That and there's very little equipment in the game. What put a bad taste in my mouth there is that the armor of light (supposedly
the best heavy armor in the game) has WORSE STATS than the orc armor that you can buy in the 2nd equipment shop you
visit. THERE ARE ONLY 2 EQUIPMENT SHOPS WHAT THE BLECK????? Yeah that also feels like this game was majorly
shortened.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Thought it had been a while since negative review so game might have
improved. Nope.

1. Buy game, install.
2. Doesn't launch multiple times, after 4th attempt launches.
3. Port Forward multiplayer, follow instructions, nothing works.
4. #\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it, soloplayer even though I bought it to play with friends.
5. Find secret path, awesome.
6. Monster "detects" me in secret path, blocks exit, somehow can't hit me and I can't hit him. I'm stuck.
7. Get to first safe zone, spend 20 minutes trying to figure out how trash or get rid of items from inventory. Unable to figure it
out, google.com, still nothing.
8. Guess I'll exit the game. Game doesn't have an EXIT GAME button? Have to use Task Manager to close game.
9. Refund pls.

Game videos make it seem better than it is. Highly disappointed.. The puzzle quality can vary wildly but overall it's good. There
is a forum full of hints for every room, which helps a lot. Also there's a LOT of content.

Considering the hint forum, I don't think you really have to play previous DROD games to get through this one. It would sure
help though.. Extremely boring concept executed cheaply without a good UI. What bothers me most is that the game is centered
around time-managing your needs and income, without even bothering with being realistic about any aspect of it.

Eating a burger e.g. costs almost 70 bucks, takes like 5% of your weeks time and doesn't even fill your hunger bar. Amazeballs
retard game which constantly asks you the depressing question of "why are you playing a game about making money, when you
could be out there making money with a job that's more interesting and fun than this game?". I think these costumes are very
well done. The fact that they don't have costume damage is due to the game engine being different. Hopefully Team Ninja will
update the PC version with this engine to enable the damage.. A very short but cute and bittersweet story about Sakuya and
Remilia. Music is great and sets the tone really well, and the CG's are very well done for something of this caliber.

Worth the price of admission.. This and the GU240 are my favorite busses so yes this bus is nice. A love letter to Quake 3
Arena, except you can finally hit an enemy since everything is so clean.
eBall is fairly simple yet overall mechanically solid arena shooter with bright, clear graphics, a nice soundtrack, and some solid
level design. A satisfying game which is pretty fun and addictive, since there's no downtime and you can instantly get back in
action.

Devs are active on discord so I can only assume they'll keep working on implementing new features and adding new maps.
If you like simple time-wasting games that'll work in the office as well as at home then you'll have a BALL.
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